Never park your vehicle on top of, or near a pile of leaves. because it can delay collection by Township Public Works personnel. We encourage you to park your vehicles in the driveway.

When raking leaves into the street always keep a neat and orderly pile up close to the curbline until your leaves are collected. Watering them can control them from blowing back onto your lawn. You can also tarp them.

Never hide tree limbs, stumps, logs or any foreign objects under your leaves. This can cause mechanical breakdowns that lead to damaged equipment and delayed collection times. Leaf piles with any of the items listed above will not be collected.

Do not place your leaves on top of rock beds, boulders, against mailboxes or fences. This can cause damage to Township equipment and your own property.

Never block storm inlets or grates with your loose leaves. This will cause flooding as inlets and or storm grates can become blocked.

Trim all of trees and bushes back to the curb line so that we can collect your leaves in a timely fashion. There are many other benefits by keeping your property maintained and not allowing your trees and shrubbery to hang over the curb line.